THE   REACTION
Moderates, revived the name of 'the Mountain', in memory of
1793) and drew UP a programme of social reform.
Reaction came into power when Louis Napoleon, not yet know-
ing who was who in France, chose his ministers among the Or-
leanist and Catholic minority; and it became complete after the
elections to the Legislative Assembly. The mass of the electors in
the country districts, disgusted at the fall in prices and angry at
the tax of forty-five centimes, voted for the monarchists of the party
of order. Two-thirds of the Assembly was made up of Legitimists
and Orleanists, divided by the persistent rivalry between the two
branches of the royal family, but united by their hatred for the
Republic and their attitude of deference towards the Church.
The republican minority now contained only a small number of
Moderates, the bulk of it consisting of the Mountain, which now
assumed the leadership of the republican party in the country.
From that time onward a regional distribution of parties made
its appearance which was to become a permanent feature of
French political life under varying names. Royalists predominate
in the country districts of the north and west, the region of large
landed estates, and in the mountains, where the peasants follow
the advice of their priests. The strength of the republicans lies
in Paris, the towns, those parts of the country where industry is
carried on on a large scale, and the regions of the east and south,
inhabited by vine-growers and peasant proprietors.
Louis Napoleon, who was hostile to parliamentary government,
chose his ministers, not among the royalist majority, but from a very
small group of personal partisans, most of whom had formerly been
Orleanists. This Napoleonic ministry, acting in concert with the
majority, organized the reaction against republican propaganda.
For this purpose it made use of the old judicial and adminis-
trative functionaries who had kept their offices or been reinstated
in them and who had an antipathy for the doctrines of social
democracy, which seemed to them a menace to society; besides
which they were indignant at seeing men of t&e people presuming
to take part in political life* They nicknamed them the 'Reds*
and accused them of wanting to massacre the rich, loot their
possessions, and divide up their lands, Their fears were sometimes
confirmed by the threats, rough language, and revolutionary songs
of the fanatical partisans of the social Republic. By trials, arrests,
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